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Introduction 

 

This is a TRPG, a Tabletop Role-Playing Game, which you should know what it is. 

In case you do not it can be simply resumed as a set of rules known by all players in order to 

live a fantasy, a make-believe, adventure orderly. The focus is on adventuring with magic and 

fighting monsters, howbeit it is perfectly possible to play out any mundane setting as opening 

up a bakery in town or rising up a family. It provides the structure to make fair outcome of 

their choices based on the players’ dice roll. 

Now more about this TRPG itself. 

ULF, Ultimate Legendary Fantasy, is distinct on how realism, albeit simple, is highlighted. A 

main point is how combat is time-based, in contrast with turn-based where players and 

monsters stand still to be beaten when outside their respective turn, and how weight and 

measurements influence every step; from the wear of the user to the speed of the attack, the 

damaged caused and where the impact shoved the target or what happened to its clothes. 

Further into combat we have a system of how base damage is crucial and escalates, instead of 

being overshadowed by effects at higher levels, and of constant gear improvements. Skills, too, 

are free to learn instead of a path locked to levels and classes. 

The world is economically rich when monster hunting provides resources not only as messy 

replacement for money, but have uses from botany and alchemy to tailoring and smithing. 

Such professions, just like the ability to recognize valuable flowers or trees, properly skin and 

butcher expensive parts of a monster and much more, are open to be trained by any who 

wishes. 

You are, or you hire, your own artificer of magic items to go down on history. 

Hoard of treasures lying about are most hard to find and here, besides astonishing time-based 

livid combat, we have economy truly side-by-side with monster hunting as one seeks master 

artisans to craft, or to learn from, and with the remains of legendary monsters, not readily 

found on the market, craft epic weapons of power. 

Master magic and learn every skill in the universe as you grow so might not even mountains 

may stay in your way. Or gather some friends with any equipment you could find to save your 

village from the local Lich Lord. Perhaps you have always wanted to be a goblin? Weaker than 

higher races, yes, but what would it be like to peek into the unknown and aggressive goblin 

society? A wolf defending its forest against invaders? You can become any creature; and as 

almost everything is free to be mastered by training they may even become more powerful 

than the most famous adventurer. 

It is your choice to do as you will on a freshly coloured world of TRPG. 

  



Making A Character 

 

The mains statuses are the five; Constitution, Dexterity, Intelligence, Strength and Wisdom. 

Strength (STR) – Defines the capacity of performing feats of physical power as yielding a heavy 

weapon or breaking a door and the damage of melee attacks. 

Dexterity (DEX) – Defines the capacity of performing skilled feats of agility as moving unseen 

and unheard, dodging attacks and landing hits with precision. 

Constitution (CON) – Defines the capacity of performing feats of endurance as holding your 

breath or running miles without rest and your Life Points. 

Intelligence (INT) – Defines the capacity of performing feats of intellectual prowess as solving 

puzzles or remembering information faster and the damage of spells. Define Mana Points. 

Wisdom (WIS) – Defines the capacity of performing feats of mental fortitude as the subtle 

differences indicating hidden things or the changes in mood to guide social occasion and the 

resistance to mental effects or power to inflict them. 

 

To define your stats you can use either a balanced build or a random build. A random build cab 

lead to extraordinary numbers, however for the purpose of this tutorial do choose a balanced 

one. 

A lower race rolls balancedly 10 + 1d4 for each status or 1d20 for each. A higher race rolls 

balancedly 10 + 1d6 for each status or 1d10 + 1d12 for each. Each race then applies their 

special status bonuses or rerolls as defined on the race’s description. 

Use one of the six main races below to create your character. You may notice they are hardly 

balanced, but rather than fitting gaming fairness they reflect more accurately the unfairness of 

the world; and some can be born already extremely powerful. 

 

Human: Can Choose-Roll at any two 

statuses or increase +10 (to a maximum of 

15) to any one single status. 

Orc: +2 or a Reroll to Strength, +4 

Constitution for -2 Intelligence and -2 

Wisdom (if possible) or a Constitution 

Reroll for an Intelligence and Wisdom 

Lower-Reroll. 

Dwarf: +3 or a Choose-Reroll to either 

Intelligence or Strength, +3 or a Reroll to 

either Constitution or Wisdom. 

Elf: Higher race. +4 to either Wisdom or 

Dexterity or Intelligence (only applicable at 

<19 [18 or less]) or Choose-Reroll a 1d20 at 

each of those three status. 



Vampire: +4 to either Charisma or 

Constitution or +4 between Strength and 

Dexterity (minimum of 1 each). 

Werewolf: +2 or a Higher-Reroll to 

Strength, +3 or a Higher-Reroll to either 

Constitution or Dexterity. 

 

Characters have Life Points as specified by their races in fixed value + the specified dice value 

rolled + any applicable trait or ability. 

Human: 40 + (CON)d4 

Orc: 50 + (CON)d6 

Dwarf: 60 + (CON)d8 

Elf: 50 + (CON)d4 

Vampire: 40 + (CON)d8(-1) 

Werewolf: 50 + (CON)d6 

 

Characters have Mana Points as specified by their races in fixed value + the specified dice value 

rolled + any applicable trait or ability. 

Human: 200 + (INT)d20 

Orc: 150 + (INT * 2)d8 

Dwarf: 250 + (INT)d20 

Elf: 300 + (INT)d20 

Vampire: 300 + (INT * 2)d8 

Werewolf: 200 + (INT)d12 

 

 

You may choose a starting class of one category or personalize your abilities and equipment as 

the general ‘Adventurer’ class. 

‘Class’ is a way to refer to a specific group of abilities and a role in a party; other abilities are 

acquired as the character grows and at any time he may apply at the guild for a new class title 

as such may be required for jobs or privileges. 

Warrior: Level 1 proficiency with one melee weapon, level 1 Strength I(S) and Agility I(S) and 

Endurance I(S), basic Leather Armour. +1 to either Strength or Dexterity. 

Mage: Level 1 proficiency with one magic weapon or instrument, level 1 Potency I(S) and 

Resistance I, one neutral offensive spell or tier I at one elemental magic, basic Robe Set. +1 to 

Intelligence. 

Archer: Level 1 proficiency with one ranged weapon, level 1 Speed I(S) and Agility I(S) and 

Perception I(S), basic Light Armour. +1 to Dexterity. 

 

You must then read all innate abilities which deviate from default of your race and class and 

record then on your sheet. Consult the Effects chapter to see how to fill Size, Weight, Reach, 

Speed, Precision and Perception. Fill your proficiencies, and mastery if any, and add any non-

general Actions gained from them. 

  



Endeavour 

 

A ‘Endeavour’, or either ‘feat attempt’ or ‘difficulty task’ or ‘difficulty feat’, is a roll to check 

one’s ability to perform something. 

Endeavour: Roll a 1d20 against ((concerning status + concerning modifiers) - reliability -) 10. 

Difficulty 

The likeness of success is defined by the exact capacities of a character’ status; giving us a 

difficulty rating and the reliability to be multiplied by the status and define the opposing value 

to the roll.  

A task will have one of five difficulty levels: Credible, Doubtless, Expected, Doubtful and 

Incredible. 

Difficulty Capacity Reliability 

Credible -51% 0.25 
Doubtless +50% 0.5 
Expected 90-110% 1 
Doubtful -151% 1.5 

Incredible +150% 2 
 

It is doubtless that a character with a moving speed of 5m/s will catch a target with 4m/s, but 

it is doubtful that a character with a lifting power of 100 will lift 150. 

Those can be seen as ‘very easy’, ‘easy’, ‘normal’, ‘hard’ and ‘impossible’. 

As a rule of thumb adventurers always succeed at credible endeavours and always fail at 

incredible ones while they roll against 2 for Doubtless, 10 for Expected and 18 to Doubtful. 

You may see examples of rolls against each difficulty at the ‘Rolls Examples’ section later in this 

chapter. 

Knowledge 

A mage can control how much mana he will use on the task. Does he want to burn down a 

door? He will hardly melt down his mana pool for that, but rather set it afire and waiting a 

little is a much wiser option. 

On such situation the passives of knowledge enter into play. 

Let us analyse this scene where a mage is faced now with a metal door. 

Mage: I want to melt this door, but first I will analyse it with my presence. 



Narrator: Your Presence level is high enough; you successfully analyse the door’s dimension 

and deduces it is made of metal. 

Mage: I want to know how much mana it will take to melt it. 

Narrator: You have not studied any passive skill to allow you to know about ebullition so you 

may know the heat to melt by density or the energy the burning would provide. 

Cleric: Out of the way, lemme analyse it. 

Narrator: The dwarf studied materials and defines the door is made of xxxx metal; which he 

knows need xxxx heat to melt. 

Mage: The door’s dimension is xxxx… Then it is needed xxxx energy to melt it; and with my 

proficiency in pyromancy it costs me xxxx mana to produce each Wat while having the 

maximum output of xxxx… It would cost thirty times my total mana to melt this door down. An 

oval entrance would take sixty of the area… 

Cleric: But you did not learn the pyromancy’s passive to control the heat propagation; if you 

were to try to make a hole there would be a waste of xxxx as is the metal’s conduction tax. 

Mage: I will try it. 

Rolls dice. 

Narrator: You fail and stop exhausted after expending xxxx mana; you do not have the passive 

to keep the mana flow for longer than that. The door conduct the heat and cools down while 

you rest recovering your nerves. 

And this is the struggle against a metal door; the same would apply to a warrior trying to break 

the door, considering the metal’s resistance to bending or the hinges’ or the stone. It is 

possible to determinate exact value to things, some basic every day’s physics, and the 

character sheet provides exactly what each one is able to put off so that the difficulty of the 

task can be determinate with excellency of accuracy. 

A character knowledge’s, that is his passive skills, show everything from if he can even 

determinate how difficult it is to if he can then perform the feat he envisions. 

Roll Examples 

A commoner, for example, is able to lift 60 kilograms since he has 10 STR and each STR point 

equals to 6 kilograms of Capacity. Therefore a task requiring him to lift 30 kilograms has a 

reliability of 0.25 there he rolls: 

1d20 against (10 - 3 -) 10 

1d20 against 3 

Lifting 45 kilograms is a doubtless endeavour and it will be within the range of ‘expected’ 

anything from 54 to 66 kilograms. 



He rolls for doubtless: 

1d20 against (10 - 5 -) 10 

1d20 against 5 

For expected any status is nullified and without modifiers it is always a 55% throw chance: 

1d20 against (10 - 10 -) 10 

1d20 against 10 

Two adventures passing by decide to help lifting the same sacs; one has 15 STR and the other 

20 STR, respectively a capacity of 90 e 120. 

Both the sacs of 30 kilograms and 45 kilograms are credible endeavour for them, ergo they 

roll: 

1d20 against (15 - 4 -) 10 and 1d20 against (20 - 5 -) 10 

1d20 against -1 and 1d20 against -15 

Most of the time, any time a character as stats above commoner’s level, the roll of a credible 

endeavour can be ignore and the feat be done instantly. If, by any reason, the DM requires a 

roll he could still fail at a natural 1. 

Now they decide to take several sacs at once; the first takes two of thirty kilograms, a 

doubtless feat, and as sixty would be too light for him the second takes three, becoming a 

doubtless feat too. 

They roll: 

1d20 against (15 - 7 -) 10 and 1d20 against (20 - 10 -) 10 

1d20 against 2 and 1d20 against 2 

Strangely the stronger adventure had to roll against 2 and not 0. Doubtless endeavours, unlike 

Credible ones, have a cap of minimum of 2; where the poorest of rolls would lead to failure. 

A 2 would lead them to fail in lifting the sacs, yet on other situations a 2 would still be a 

desirable result; it would fail at trying to close a door, but not at keep a door closed. 

One with three and other with four sacs they roll the 55% of an expected endeavour. 

1d20 against (15 - 15 -) 10 and 1d20 against (20 - 20 -) 10 

1d20 against 10 and 1d20 against 10 

Now brave from their work all three decide to take on a doubtful task. 

The commoner rolls: 

1d20 against (10 - 15 -) 10 

1d20 against 15 

The first adventurer rolls: 



1d20 against (15 - 23 -) 10 

1d20 against 18 

The second adventurer rolls: 

1d20 against (20 - 30 -) 10 

1d20 against 18 

Again the second adventurer is held by the cap otherwise doubtful endeavours would always 

be impossible for anything little above commoner, who with its untrained variable strength 

have more difficulty at lifting a minimum weight, but more readily goes beyond his common 

capacity. 

For adventurers with over 14 in status, and without any applicable passive modifier, the rolls 

are always ‘instant success’, ‘2’, ‘10’, ‘18’ and ‘instant failure’. 

 

 

  



Combat 

 

At combat every action happens simultaneously; you do not walk to a monster, hit it and stand 

still waiting its turn to hit you. 

Your STR determinates how far, and fast, you can swing a weapon, your DEX determinates how 

fast and precise you can move your body, your WIS determinates how fast do you perceive 

and react to your surroundings, your INT how fast you can cast while your CON for how long 

you last. 

Moving Around 

Every status plays its part, but we focus on DEX and WIS when walking in battle. 

Characters have a maximum walking speed of two meters in a second, with two steps, or run 

four meters in a second. 

Time is stopped until you decide to move; and while you take your move towards your enemy 

he will act accordingly as time passes by. 

You can stop walking at no cost at the next step (each takes a half of a second), however if you 

wish to abruptly stop it will cost you one Action’s time. 

While running you need to take two seconds slowing down to stop or wait until the targeted 

location. If you wish to abruptly stop running it will cost four Actions’ time. 

You may perform an attack Action while walking or running, but at the cost of respectively 

halved and a fourth of the precision if no passive says otherwise. 

Actions 

An ‘Action’ is any predefined move, or any simple move, performed in a set instant vt a 

character. You may wish to pull a lever, unsheathe a weapon or yell one simple word. 

Those mentioned actions are ‘Free Actions’, that is, Actions not listed amongst the Actions’ list, 

but logically feasible by your characters. Your DM must determinate if you can perform the 

Free Actions, its cost and if it requires a roll to define the outcome. 

Some examples of Actions are a Step, which allows you to move up to half a meter costing one 

Action, and a Slash, which is the basic Sharp Attack costing two actions. 

Moves 

A ‘Move’ is not listed in the Actions’ list, but neither it is a Free Action. It is a movement which 

costs directly in time; as walking, running or performing an attack which are all directly 

dependant of the user’s precise status. 



Reactions 

You may not instantly attack again right after slashing at the enemy, with your arm open far 

apart, or you may not instantly leave a sprint and perform another action – at those times your 

character will very likely ‘suffer’ a ‘Reaction’. 

A Reaction are mostly alike Actions in nature and they cost the same set time as your Actions, 

however they have the key difference where you may not use them at will. Reactions can only 

be triggered by other Actions, enemy’s Actions, Moves or any other condition. 

The Reactions mentioned at the first paragraph is called Recovery and it will be the most 

common Reaction of all; it happens every time your attack ends, either by not comboing or at 

the finishing of a combo, you end something abruptly or any occasion you are left in need to 

recompose yourself to your original stance before performing further. 

Be always alert to all Reactions causes by yours or enemies’ movements. 

Movement 

How fast you perform your Actions, Reactions and Moves are mainly based on your Speed 

value and your STR status. That is called your Movement Speed. 

If a Move or Action have been interrupted, as by an enemy attack, it abruptly ends triggering a 

Recovery Reaction and what else Reaction the movement lists at interruption. 

Interruption is usually caused by attacks which can shove an enemy, leading to a Balance Roll. 

Balance roll: 1d20 against (your agility - meters moved -) 10 (with a minimum of 5). 

Attacking 

Once there is a target within melee reach you may perform a Hit Roll. 

Hit roll: Roll a 1d20 against (your current velocity - your agility - target agility + target current 

velocity -) 11 (+5 for each size smaller and -5 for each size bigger). 

If the target is busy, it is performing an Action or Reaction, and cannot dodge its DEX is zero. 

If the target has a Perception Point it may buff and if it has both a Perception Point and Action 

Point it may use a dodging Action against the roll. 

You can choose to add your Precision value to your agility or you can save your precision for an 

Aimed Critical, as detailed at the next topic. You can also choose to use half of your STR or less 

in order to double your Precision. 

If the creature is hit there is the standard damage roll. A special roll, as specified in an Action’s 

damage formula, is used instead if available. 

Standard Damage roll: (weapon dice) + (velocity * 0.1) * dice. 



A Steel Dagger and a Light Sword at 10m/s roll as: 

1d4 + 1.0 * dice 

1d6 + 1.0 * dice 

Giving a result of 2-8 and 2-12. The same two at 15m/s STR roll: 

1d4 + 1.5 * dice 

1d6 + 1.5 * dice 

Resulting between 2-10 and 2-15. With a STR of 10, at their weight, they go at 24 and 22. 

1d4 + 2.4 * dice 

1d6 + 2.2 * dice 

Resulting in 3-13 for the Dagger and 3-13 for the Light Sword (it was a random coincidence 

that they matched). 

Attacking enemies at distance, with a projectile from a bow or from a spell or throwing an item, 

requires a Ranged Hit roll. 

Ranged Hit roll: 1d100 against ((Precision value - both parallel velocity) at hit chance against 

target. 

 

Critical Hit 

A critical happens after confirmed hit and before the damage rolls; they might be aimed or un-

aimed. 

If you have not used your Precision on your Hit Roll you can do it now to perform an Aimed 

Critical at a body part. 

You acquire critical percentage from your Precision (read about Precision notation at Passives 

under the Effects chapter) against the farthest the monster can move in how many Actions he 

has until hit (step or dash). Then you roll a 1d100 against your hit likelihood. 

Aimed Critical Roll: 1d100 against ((Precision value - both velocity) at hit chance at farthest 

possible distance before hit). 

Un-aimed attacks can also be a critical by themselves, the body part is set by the direction of 

the attack; you roll a 1d100 against 99 minus the differential in agility. 

Critical Chance Roll: 1d100 against (your DEX(agility) - target DEX(agility) -) 99. 

If you roll a 100 (00 0) you must roll a 50% dice to determine if it is a 100, which is a critical 

attack regardless of chances, or a 0, which is a critical failure cancelling the attack regardless of 

chances. 



If the target has a Perception Point at the time of hit, which he did not use at the Hit Roll, he 

may use it now for a Critical Dodge chance. 

Critical Dodge Roll: Roll a 1d20 against 11, if successful you buff and roll a 1d20 against (your 

agility - enemy agility -) 10, if successful avoid critical. 

Grabbed 

You may attempt to grab an enemy, as specified in the Grab Action, by rolling a Hit roll. 

You may attempt to throw, swing or restrict a grabbed opponent. 

If you are grabbed you may choose to expend a Break Free Action or try to perform any 

movement of walking or with the restricted member for a chance of breaking free and 

succeeding. You may freely attack with your free members. 

If you try to leave the grabbed state with a movement you must perform a Pull roll to check if 

your try succeed. 

Pull roll: Roll a 1d20 against (your STR - target STR -) 10 

 

  



Personal Time 

 

Some, perhaps a good part, of time outside of combat is used looking for combat; as the most 

diverse of adventuring where encounters are found. 

Other parts, however, are in town and personal time. 

Some time is used selling any resource gathered while adventuring or butchered from a 

monster, which can be done by a single character if it does not involve specialized shops at 

which it would be more natural to divide the trips amongst themselves, and the rest is free 

time to do other activities such as working for extra money or the learning of a profession, 

taking resources for an artisan where the product would be worth more than raw or just 

shopping for some new gear while restocking your potions. 

You have a lot of time which can be wisely used dealing in economics or the learning of new 

skills; economic, as professions, academic, as useful knowledge, or combat skills. 

Necessities 

Your only obligatory actions are three meals a day and sleep. 

Breakfast is usually included as you leave the inn, you may eat again after four hours taking 

half an hour of a short rest, or even while walking depending on food time, and again at night 

as you are back in town. 

Sleep requires six hours, plus the half an hour before it starts to get to sleep and half an hour 

after waking up for dressing and eating. Which makes it seven hours. 

All those things incur prices, which can be paid all at once as lifestyle choices instead of 

individual transactions every time, and failing to provide any will lead to undesirable 

conditions. Therefore you need to have a constant influx of money; and if adventuring, which 

gains is divided between several people, is not enough you will need a side job. 

Besides obligations characters have necessities and they may not overwork, or over study, 

themselves. The most common necessities those two will trigger is the need for entertainment. 

Each hour you spend working, studying or training increases one Stress Point; each hit you take 

in combat increases one point and if you drop below half your maximum HP it increases ten 

points. On the other hand each hour you spend resting quietly decreases one Stress Point, 

each hour talking to your friends decreases two Stress points and each hour of entertainment 

decreases Stress by five points. 

You may pay separate expenses for anything you buy or live on a basic plan which includes 

lodging and three meals a day: 



Freely: You live for free on the streets or anywhere. Each non-eaten meal increases Stress by 

ten and triggers Hungry. Each hour sleeping in the streets, or unproperly in the open, increases 

Stress by one. 

Poor: You spend 0.15 Credits to get the cheapest possible full meals. You take no joy of eating 

or sleeping. 

Average: You spend 1 Credit daily. Each meal and when you go to sleep decrease Stress by one. 

Professions 

Side jobs are a great investment of time; and the party may even agree to not adventure for a 

time while each character learn a profession. Perhaps they want someone with the knowledge 

and skills of a hunter or butcher in order to get more specialized parts from monsters; perhaps 

a botanist to gather any valuable herbs found on the way and an alchemist to turn those into 

potions which can either fetch a better price or be used to save them in a pinch. 

The possibilities of professions are nearly endless; and they are as essential as fighting in order 

to have a successful adventuring career. 

Consult the Professions chapter for pay rates and the difficulty of learning them. 

Skills 

Unlocking skills is, usually, an investment of both time and money, but overcoming and 

difficulties and learning skills will save you in battle and provide further skills to your desired 

class career. 

Most skills advanced skills have both a status and previous skills as requirement. 

Skills may be active, as learning a new Action or Spell, or passive, always providing the bonus 

after learning. 

The two main ways to learn skills is to improve what you already know and learning new ones. 

Practice: 

After each adventuring day you may choose any one upgradable Ability you use during the day 

to ‘think about’. When you think about the Ability you have a chance of upgrading it. 

Your chance of learning a skill is its difficulty less the concerned status; take the percentage of 

the number left and roll a 1d100 against it. 

If you used Strength I during the day and decide to think about it during the day you get to roll 

a chance of learning Strength II. 

Strength II has a difficulty of 20 on the STR ambit; therefore a character with 10 STR has 50% 

chance on his rolls of learning it where a character with 15 STR has 75%. 



If you fail on learning a skill you are free to think about it the next day too, if you use it at least 

once during the day, and you will have a doubled chance each further day at the cap of 75%. If 

you failed with 10 STR in Strength II you will have 75%. It is possible to have 100%, if you have 

20 or more STR when trying Strength II, but anything less will cap at 75%. 100% still might fail 

with a 0% roll. 

Strength III has a difficulty of 200. So you will have a 10% chance with 20 STR, or 5% chance 

with 10 STR, on the first day and double your chance each day until it caps at 75%. If you did 

not use it throughout the day you can roll at half your current chance or do nothing. If you do 

not roll at it two days in a row or think about a different Ability your chance bonus resets. 

Training: 

The usual way to learn a new skill is by training it. The guild, or other a dojo or any fitting 

establishment, will provide lessons for an hourly fee. 

As with practice you roll based on the difficulty against your status, but differently from 

practice you must meet a time requirement. 

Strength I, or any other of the common basic buffs, you need 10 of the concerning status and 

six hours of learning. 

You can roll for a lesson you are learning after each lesson, of maximum once per day, even if 

you have not completed the required time at the percentage cost of the left time. If you roll 

for a completed Strength I and you have at least 10 STR you have a 100% roll; if you roll at it 

with 10 STR and with 3 hours left to do, half the full time, you roll with a 50% chance. If you 

have 20 STR and roll at Strength I with 3 hours left you will have a 100% since, with 200% 

chance, you still have 100% with the percentage penalty. 

Your chance at learning a spell from training only starts doubling after the full time where you 

get to roll once every day if you have performed training, costing half the hourly price of the 

spell, for two hours. 

The time it takes to learn a spell is based on your intelligence. A character with average INT, 10, 

learns Strength I with the full six hours while a character with 20 INT learns at half the original 

time, with three hours. 

Difficulty against status, time against INT. If it takes 10 hours and you did a 5 hours section you 

can already roll for it, but with doubled, proportional chance to the time done and left, 

difficulty percentage. Your chance starts doubling at tries only after completing the full hours 

of training and you roll maximum once per day with a one-hour session. With lower-than-

average intelligence the time increases respectively at 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 times; and 

if you have 0 INT, somehow, you cannot learn anything. 

You may find scrolls, or find skills at the public library. To learn from reading you need to have 

INT at least equal to that of the required status for the skill. Only after finishing the needed 

hours you may roll for it after at least one hour of it at a training ground, once a day. 



You may also learn a skill from your friends, if you fulfil all requirements. For that you both 

have to spend free time together at an appropriate place, as a training ground or at rests while 

adventuring. The time is defined by the lowest INT of the two. Rolls once a day after at least 

one hour of training like at standard training. 

 

 

 

  



Races 

 

Human. 

Life Points: 40 + (CON)d4 

Mana Points: 200 + (INT)d20 

Status: Can Choose-Roll at any two status or increase +10 (to a maximum of 15) to any one 

single status. 

Orc. 

Life Points: 50 + (CON)d8 

Mana Points: 150 + (INT * 2)d8 

Status: +2 or a Reroll to Strength, +4 Constitution for -2 Intelligence and -2 Wisdom (if possible) 

or a Constitution Reroll for an Intelligence and Wisdom Lower-Reroll. 

Dwarf. 

Life Points: 60 + (CON)d8 

Mana Points: 250 + (INT)d20 

Status: +3 or a Choose-Reroll to either Intelligence or Strength, +3 or a Reroll to either 

Constitution or Wisdom. 

Elf. 

Higher race. 

Life Points: 50 + (CON)d4 

Mana Points: 300 + (INT)d20 

Status: +4 to either Wisdom or Dexterity or Intelligence (only applicable at <19 [18 or less]) or 

Choose-Reroll a 1d20 at each of those three status. 

Elves vary for desert, high and dark. The normal one comes with a non-aggressive mind effect. 

Vampire. 

Life Points: 40 + (CON)d8(-1) 

Mana Points: 300 + (INT * 2)d8 

Status: +4 to either Charisma or Constitution or +4 between Strength and Dexterity (minimum 

of 1 each). 

Should be an extremely popular pick; it will have a racial spell which rolls WIS to charm 

someone and control them entirely. Free easy life around the world for imagination fun. 

Werewolf. 

Life Points: 50 + (CON)d6 

Mana Points: 200 + (INT)d12 

Status: +2 or a Higher-Reroll to Strength, +3 or a Higher-Reroll to either Constitution or 

Dexterity. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Goblin. 

Life Points: 20 + (CON)d4(-1) 

Mana Points: 50 + (INT)d4 

Status: Roll a 50% for +2 DEX and then for -4 at every other status. 

Abilities: Agility I(S). 

  



Classes 

 

  



Equipment 

 

Armour 

Armours have a defence number and reduce damage based on a percentage of such. If the 

damage is greater than the durability it shreds the armour, if the damage type so allow it, and 

cause the full damage unless specified otherwise. Resistance is the durability against energy 

attacks. 

Fabric Cloths. 

Common clothing. 

Defence: 2 

Resistance: 1 

Weight: 1Kg 

Area: Torso and legs 

Can be cut and pierced. Burn. 

Halves sharp and penetration, takes full blunt regardless. 

Simple Robe. 

A simple warm robe. 

Defence: 5 

Resistance: 15 

Weight: 2Kg 

Area: Torso, arms and legs 

Can be cut and pierced. Burn. 

Halves sharp and penetration, takes full blunt regardless. 

Leather Armour. 

Plate Armour Set. 

Enough metal to cover your whole body. 

Defence: 120 

Weight: 25Kg 

Area: Entire Body 

It consists of: 1 Breast Plate, 2 Arm Plate, 2 Shin Plate, 1 Helmet, 1 Waist Plate. 

Can be cut, pierced or broken. Melts. 

Fully reduces sharp and penetration, takes full blunt damage if above 25%. 

 

 

 



Rags. 

Battered, torn and dirty fabric-like filthy. Provides no benefices and rarely covers basic nudity. 

Weight: Negligible (0.05). 

Breast Plate. 

A pectoral metal armour with under coat mail protecting also the neck. 

Weight: 10Kg. 

Arm Plate. 

Plates covering the whole arm. Its weight is added to any arm attack made. 

Weight: 1.5Kg. 

Shin Plate. 

Plates covering the whole leg. 

Weight: 1.5Kg. 

Helmet. 

Plates covering the whole head with small slits for sight. 

Weight: 2Kg. 

Waist Plate. 

A skirt like disposition of plates protecting waist and tights. 

Weight: 5Kg. 

 

 

Weapons 

Weapons roll their damage and multiply a new damage of 0.1 for the speed over the dice 

damage. 

The lack of the proficiency requirement halves the weapon’s damage. Some simple weapons 

do not have requirement, as a Club, but can gain bonus from it. 

Weapons have a durability and if damage surpasses it the weapon breaks; and a second 

number for unsuccessful cuts against hard objects. 

Bronze Dagger. 

Sharp: 1d4(-1) 

Penetration: 1d4(-1) 

Weight: 0.33Kg 

Material: Bronze 

Price: 0.15 Credit 

Reach: 10cm 

Requirement: Blade Proficiency 

Bonus: Dagger Mastery (+1 per level, skills) 



Durability: 50(25) 

Doubles one’s SPD for the purpose of attacking or Dashing. 

 

Steel Dagger. 

Sharp: 1d4 

Penetration: 1d4 

Weight: 0.1Kg 

Material: Steel 

Price: 1 Credit 

Reach: 10cm 

Requirement: Blade Proficiency 

Bonus: Dagger Mastery (+1 per level, skills) 

Durability: 70(35) 

Doubles one’s SPD for the purpose of attacking or Dashing. 

 

Hardwood Club. 

Blunt: 1d6 

Weight: 0.8Kg 

Material: Hardwood 

Price: 0.27 Credits 

Reach: 60cm 

Bonus: Blunt Proficiency (+2) 

Durability: 40 

Round Mace. 

Blunt: 1d10 

Weight: 1.5Kg 

Material: Steel 

Price: 8 Credits 

Reach: 60cm 

Durability: 120 

 

Light Sword. 

Sharp: 1d6 

Penetration: 1d4 

Weight: 0.5Kg 

Material: Steel 

Price: 12 Credits 

Reach: 50cm 

Requirement: Blade Proficiency 



Durability: 120(60) 

Bonus: Sword Mastery (+2 per level, skills) 

Steel Sword. 

Sharp: 1d8 

Penetration: 1d4 

Weight: 1.1Kg 

Material: Steel 

Price: 12 Credits 

Reach: 60cm 

Requirement: Blade Proficiency 

Bonus: Sword Mastery (+2 per level, skills) 

Durability: 120(60) 

 

A punch rolls a 1d4 for blunt and causes also half the damage to the attacker if with bare 

hands; total if against plated enemies on bare hands. Martial arts, however, a fixed 10 damage 

(the STR as damage therefore) and they can learn to cause sharp damage (as a shuto) or 

penetration damage (as a nukite) and other hand forms beside a punch as well as escalations 

to the base STR damage. 

 

Weapons, like a sawblade or mahualtl, can be effect against soft armour; and one can change 

equipment at any time during battle if he has control of the area around to use his astral vault. 

A weapon of silver or of ash can be effect against a race; and some have less physical damage, 

but have bonus for magic conduction in general or to certain elements. 

  



Mobs 

 

Goblin. 

Life Points: 28 

Mana Points: 66 

Status: STR 8, DEX 14, CON 8, INT 8, WIS 8. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.4, R 71, 7pm, P 1s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.1). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Blade Proficiency. 

 

Goblin Mage. 

Life Points: 25 

Mana Points: 86 

Status: STR 8, DEX 12, CON 8, INT 10, WIS 10. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.2, R 71, 7pm, P 1/4s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.1). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger, Rags. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Blade Proficiency, Icicle. 

 

Wood Wolf. 

Life Points: 15 

Mana Points: 25 

Status: STR 12, DEX 12, CON 8, INT 2, WIS 10. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.2, R 71, 7pm, P 1/4s, quadruped, undersized, W 28. 

Equipment: 

Abilities: 

 

 

 

 

The goblin is one race too and quite a challenge to a normal human. Lower mobs are mostly 

hunting prey; as rabbits which only run. Then the hunting is treated as battle. 

Drops are obtained. The rabbit carcass is carried, but if the character as skill with it he could 

clean and skin the rabbit, hunter skill, or cut the valuable pieces of meat, some butcher skill?, 

to sell those select resources for more than what is paid for a bloody rabbit on the general 

market. Furthermore he could himself use the skin on some craft, if he has the skills and other 

materials or contract an artisan or cook a broth of the good parts for selling on a city stall or 

for the adventurer themselves delight. 



  



Magic 

 

Each INT is 6 Potency. 

Spells are cast with the Cast Action using SPD, however it requires INT to determinate what a 

Cast Time is. If your Cast Time is 1/2 with a SPD of 1/4 the Action cost is doubled while a 1/8 

Cast Time with a SPD of 1/4 halves the times; if a spell has a cast time of 2 then on the first 

example it costs 4 Actions until Cast Time equals speed, or it costs half, 1 Action, if Cast Time is 

the double of SPD. 

Some abilities allow the direct cast of a spell without the Cast Action. 

In case of a hit, for now using the same Ranged Hit roll, you roll a normal damage roll where 

the velocity will multiply the damage. The velocity of a projectile, and its range, are based on 

the Potency used on it. Other spells, which cause energy damage rather than physical damage, 

have their damage dependent upon the Potency. 

The cost of a cast spell is usually a fixed price and also depends on the Potency used, at a 

default rate each Potency used costs 0.2 mana, and any extra Potency, as from a Potency I buff, 

is added at no extra cost to the spell. 

You choose how much Potency to use before rolling the damage dice; at half or less your 

maximum Potency your Precision is doubled. 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the day, at the long rest, you may choose a skill to think about. It has to be a skill 

you used during that day and a skill which may be upgraded like this. After the long rest you 

roll a 1% chance 1d100 to upgrade the skill to its next level; if it fails and at the next day you 

choose the same skill again you have now 2%. Every day you do it your chance doubles capping 

at 32. If you do not use it on a day or think about another spell the chance resets to 1%. 

  



Abilities 

 

An ability is all a character has trained to do; from actions of how to use a sword to spells of 

buff or damage. They are not limited by race or class, but almost all abilities can be learnt by 

studying and training. 

Actions: 

An Action is any predefined move, or any simple move in case of Free Actions, performed in a 

set instant of time. 

Basic Actions: 

Basics Actions are a set of Actions which are natural to anthropoids beings and therefore do 

not need to be learnt. ‘Basic Actions’ may also be used to refer to all non-Advanced Actions. 

Step. 

You take a single step, with a maximum of half a meter, and move there. May not be used 

twice in a row. 

Cost: 1 Action 

Ready. 

When you take this action you choose what other Action to make ready. Actions affected by 

the readied state describe its effect on them; namely jumping straight to the phase of action 

without its initial delay in Actions. 

Cost: As much as chosen Action to prepare 

Dodge. 

Your DEX doubles against the chosen Hit dice. May only be used against all types of Basic 

Actions or if it is an Advanced Action you know. 

Cost: 1 Action 

Trigger: Recovery 

 

 

Hit. 

An attack made with a weapon you have no proficiency or improvised weapon as any object in 

general. You get halved damage when using it and the damage type is randomized if possible. 

Using it costs two Actions’ time after which you wait the weapon’s attack time and then 

triggers a Recovery Reaction. When readied it skips straight to the weapon’s attack phase. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 



Cast. 

The thought of casting a spell; upon using it you choose what spell to cast and simultaneously 

cast it by perception time while expending the one action. 

Cost: Based on Spell cast time 

Grab. 

The attack of grabbing the enemy or something within one’s grasp. It allows one to throw or 

swing what he successfully grabbed. A target must be specified and it restricts the general 

movement as well as the usage of the grabbed member. 

Cost: 1 Action 

Break Free. 

Tries to break free from a grab of any kind. 

Effect: Roll 1d20 against (target STR - your STR) to break free 

Cost: 1 Action 

 

 

Pick Stone. 

You roll a 1d20 and take a stone, if possible, from your surroundings; the weight of the stone is 

a hundred times the grams of the dice roll. Your hand is busy and you will lose your stone if 

you use it to anything other movement. You can chain it to perform a Throw at your next 

Action regardless of Perception Point. Your hand gets equipped with a Stone; which is 

aerodynamic. 

Cost: 1 Action 

Throw. 

You throw something with a Ranged Hit roll for it. It has 1d4 damage per Kg in blunt damage. If 

it might pierce roll a 50% to get the damage type. Masteries allow throwing with specific 

damage dices and damage type. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

 

Advanced Actions: 

Advanced Actions need to be unlocked, usually by training, proficiencies or racial traits, before 

being available to use. You record any Advanced Action you learnt individual on your character 

page. 

Aim. 

Aiming doubles your Precision value for Ranged Hit rolls and their respective Aimed Critical 

rolls. Some melee weapons may allow to be aimed. 

Cost: 1 Action 

Dash. 

You dash forth to any minimum distance, at the cost of one Action, to a maximum of the 



distance you can dash in a minute as your STR dictates. 

Cost: 1-10 Actions 

 

Quick Step. 

You take a single step, with maximum of half a meter, leaning your body on it. The stance have 

the duration of one Action, allowing a Quick Slash for instance, before returning at neutral 

stance at no cost. The user may choose to perform more than one Action, as a Slash or combo 

of Action, in which instance he will not return to the original stance afterwards; 

Cost: 1 Action 

 

Duck action to see the direction of the attack at the first action with your Perception and, with 

your same mastery you see the simple course, and can duck out of the way? And down can 

combo some sneaky skill or jump back; or take one Recovery if he chains no combo. 

 

Slash. 

The basic attack of a Sharp Weapon. You slash at the target having your reach plus the 

weapon’s reach. Using it costs two Actions’ time on which the weapon’s attack occurs at the 

second Action’s time and then triggers a Recovery Reaction as the third Action time. When 

readied it skips straight to the weapon’s attack phase. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 

Strike. 

The basic attack of a Blunt Weapon. You Strike at the target having your reach plus the 

weapon’s reach. Using it costs two Actions’ time on which the weapon’s attack occurs at the 

second Action’s time and then triggers a Recovery Reaction as the third Action time. When 

readied it skips straight to the weapon’s attack phase. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 

Thrust. 

The basic action of a Penetrating Weapon. You Thrust at the target having your reach plus the 

weapon’s reach. Using it costs two Actions’ time on which the weapon’s attack occurs at the 

second Action’s time and then triggers a Recovery Reaction as the third Action time. When 

readied it skips straight to the weapon’s attack phase. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 

 

 

Racial Actions: 



Hitojin Form. 

Becomes a ‘normal man’ in shape and abilities. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Anthropoid Form. 

Becomes an anthropoid animal in shape and abilities, as some races like werewolves may. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Animal Form. 

Becomes an animal in shape and abilities, as some races like werewolves may. 

Cost: 2 Actions 

 

Bestial Actions: 

Actions natural to quadrupeds and beasts in general. 

Bite. 

A biting attack for those with adequate jaws. May be chained with Munch. 

Damage: 1d6 * STR 

Cost: 2 Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 

Pounce. 

The beast simply jumps against the enemy for a charge, head-butt or any other impact. May be 

chained with Bite. 

Damage: Weight / 10 * STR 

Cost: Distance from target at running speed rounded in Actions 

Trigger: Recovery 

Munch. 

Munching while the prey is on one’s mouth, continuous biting. May only be used right 

following a Bite Action as a chained reaction; If it hits the target is grabbed. May be chained 

with itself without the need of a Hit roll until the target breaks free. 

Damage: (1d4 - 1) * STR 

Cost: 1 Action 

  



Moves: 

A ‘Move’ is a movement which costs directly in time. 

Walk. 

Moves two steps for at a maximum of 2 meters. May be stopped at any step or ended abruptly 

triggering a Recovery reaction. 

Cost: 1 second 

Run. 

Moves two steps for a maximum of 5 meters. Requires four steps at half speed, or reaching the 

end, to be stopped or may be ended abruptly triggering four Recovery reactions. If an attack 

shoves you it is ended by interruption, whereat you must roll a Balance Roll. May change 

course to anywhere ahead with a deviation of 45° at each second (1.2m to each side, in a cone). 

Wait. 

You wait for your next Perception Point or chain an Action to be used at your next Action point. 

 

 

 

  



 

Buffs: 

Buffs are activated at will usually at no time cost; characters may only use buff on self (S), 

others (O) or unmarked which are free to target one or both options when buffing. 

A body has a Flow Capacity which dictates how many buffs may be active at once or the 

maximum power of a spell. One may go +1 over the Flow Capacity, at double cost and gaining 

the Condition Insensitive. 

Namely a buff bestows a condition. 

 

 

Strength I. 

Description: Infuse the muscles with energy for extra strength. 

Effect: Provides the same level Strengthened condition for one attack or feat. 

Cost: (dice weight) mana * (6 - Mechanical Conversion level). 

Learning. 

Difficulty: 10 at STR 

Time: 6 hours or 3 hours for either (S) or (O) 

Cost: 0.25 Credits 

Upgrade: 20 (and tenfolds each new level) 

Variable: Greater, Minor. 

Agility I. 

Description: Infuse the muscles with energy for faster reaction time. 

Effect: Provides the same level Agilized condition for one attack or feat. 

Cost: (dice weight) mana * (6 - Mechanical Conversion level). 

Learning. 

Difficulty: 10 at STR 

Time: 6 hours or 3 hours for either (S) or (O) 

Cost: 0.25 Credits 

Upgrade: 20 (and tenfolds each new level) 

 

Potency I. 

Description: Infuses the nerves with energy for extra power. 

Effect: Provides the same level Potent condition for one attack or feat. 

Cost: (dice weight) mana * (6 - Energy Flow level). 

Learning. 

Difficulty: 10 at STR 

Time: 6 hours or 3 hours for either (S) or (O) 



Cost: 0.25 Credits 

Upgrade: 20 (and tenfolds each new level) 

 

 

 

Buffs have variable which may be used. 

Greater. 

Costs double and has the dice’s average added to the roll. Still costs one Flow. 

Minor. 

Costs half and has the dice’s average subtracted from the roll, to a minimum of one. Costs half 

a Flow so it may be used with another minor to fill a single Flow.  



Spells: 

Spells are specific structured mana to unleash certain effects. 

 

Icicle. 

Shoots a physical ice stake; the most common of glacemancy attacks. 

Penetrating: 1d6 

Weight: 0.400 

Cast Time: 2 

Cost: 4 + (Potency * 0.2) 

Properties: Aerodynamic. 

Fireball. 

A ball made of fire; explodes on contact. Usually not fast, an area attack. One of the most 

commons attacks in existence; the beginning for all pyromancers. 

Explosion: 1d10 + (0.2 * Potency) 

Damage Cap: 30 

Spherical Area: 50cm radius + (0.5 * Potency) 

Diameter Cap: 2m  

Velocity: 5m/s 

Cast Time: 2 

Cost: 20 + (Potency * 0.3) 

  



Effects 

 

Effects affect rolls and influence the outcome of anything within their boundaries. Many are 

passive innate abilities and others are temporary conditions. 

Reactions: 

A Reaction are mostly alike Actions in nature and they cost the same set time as your Actions, 

however they have the key difference where you may not use them at will. Reactions can only 

be triggered by other Actions, enemy’s Actions, Moves or any other condition. 

Recovery. 

Time to recompose yourself back to a neutral stance. 

Cost: 1 Action 

  



Conditions: 

Overweighed. 

If a character is carrying more than 50% of his total STR capacity (easy task) he is overweighed. 

Effect: Halves down the level of Speed and Agility. 

Heavily Overweighed. 

If a character carries at least his total STR capacity (normal task) he is heavy overweighed. 

Effect: Speed and Agility levels are set to zero. 

 

Insensitive. 

The overcharged nerve is insensitive for a while. It ends after a short rest or two hours without 

using mana. 

Effect: Half (rounded-up) of Flow Capacity costs double, spell has -(Insensitive level)% damage. 

 

Strengthened. 

Effect: Rolls at the next Strength usage and adds the result withal. The dice is always 

maximized on feats outside combat. The buff may not surpass the pure STR of the user. 

Level 1: 1d4. 

Level 2: 1d6. 

Level 3: 1d8. 

Level 4: 2d4. 

Level 5: 1d10. 

Level 6: 2d12. 

Level 7: 2d6. 

Level 8: 2d8. 

Level 9: 1d20. 

Agilized. 

Effect: Rolls at the next DEX(Agility) usage and adds the result withal. The dice is always 

maximized on feats outside combat. The buff may not surpass the pure DEX of the user. 

Level 1: 1d4. 

Level 2: 1d6. 

Level 3: 1d8. 

Level 4: 2d4. 

Level 5: 1d10. 

Level 6: 2d12. 

Level 7: 2d6. 

Level 8: 2d8. 

Level 9: 1d20. 

Potent. 

Effect: Rolls at the next INT(Potency) usage and adds the result withal. The dice is always 

maximized on feats outside combat. The buff may not surpass the pure DEX of the user. 



Level 1: 1d4. 

Level 2: 1d6. 

Level 3: 1d8. 

Level 4: 2d4. 

Level 5: 1d10. 

Level 6: 2d12. 

Level 7: 2d6. 

Level 8: 2d8. 

Level 9: 1d20. 

  



Passives: 

Many passives are innate to every beings; and they are present at the default level on them 

unless specified otherwise or caused by other factors (as too much weight). 

Speed. 

How fast a character moves. The maximum walking speed is 2m/s, with two paces, and the 

maximum running speed is 5m/s; achieved at 1 Speed. Dashing distance and attack speed are 

based on the Strength to push it, but you are not apt to move more than ten times your Speed 

or attack at more than twenty times your Speed. 

Default at level 1. 

Level 0: 2 DEX per 0.1 Speed. 

Level 1: 1 DEX per 0.1 Speed. 

Level 2: 1 DEX per 0.15 Speed. 

Agility. 

How well a character can move his body. 

Default at level 1. 

Level 0: Dexterity is halved when climbing or any acrobatic feat. Speed is halved for evasions. 

Level 1: Dexterity is normal when climbing or any acrobatic feat. Speed is normal for evasions. 

Level 2: Dexterity is doubled when climbing or any acrobatic feat. Speed is doubled for 

evasions. 

Precision. 

How precisely can they hit a fixed target. Escalates with Dexterity and receives bonus from 

other passives. 

Precision as a notation of deviation per distance where the first unit is always a measurement 

of meters and the second a single unit of the expressed letter; 5pm or ‘five precision per 

meter’, that of a 10-DEX Precision-1 character, means he can hit with a one-meter deviation a 

target which is five meters away or with a 20-centimeters deviation if he is one meter away. 

You choose your target point, draw a circle with your deviation as diameter and you may hit 

anywhere within; 7200 area (radius * radius * 3.14) at a one-meter deviation against a 

medium character, 4000 (height * width), gives you therefore a 55% hit chance. As further 

examples 50pm means he is ten times more precise and has a one-meter deviation at fifty 

meters or a ten-centimetre deviation at five meters; and with 500pm it is a one-meter 

deviation from half a kilometre away, ten-centimetre deviation from fifty meters and one-

centimetre deviation from five meters away so that it may be expressed now as ‘5pc’ of 

precision instead if it mover moves so precise as to change measurement. 

Default at level 1. 

Level 0: Each dexterity point is worth 0.1pm. 

Level 1: Each dexterity point is worth 0.5pm. 

Level 2: Each dexterity point is worth 0.7pm. +1 DEX. 

Perception. 

Frequency at which he perceives and process changes. The mental latency. 

It deals with the perception of time around a timeframe of one second. 



Default at level 1. 

Level 0: Dullness halves your Wisdom. 

Level 1: Your Wisdom is normal. 

Level 2: Your Wisdom is doubled. 

Size. 

The size of a creature is the foundation to how hard it is to hit, its weight and where it 

generally fits. Sizes range from Tiny, Small, Medium, Big and Giant; that defines the needed 

precision for each body part and its reach. This rate is for humanoids and other animals 

deviate greatly. 

Default at Average. 

Puny. H <0.1m. W <2cm. 

Minuscule. H 0.1m-0.6m. 5cm-15cm. 

Undersized. H 0.6m-1.2m. 15cm-35cm. 80cm x 20cm; 1600cm. 

Average. H 1.2m-2.4m. W 35cm-60cm. 180cm x 40cm; 7200cm. 

Oversized. H 2.4m-9.7m. W 120cm-250cm. 

Gigantic. H 9.7m-32m. 250cm-750cm. 

Colossal. H >33m. >800cm. 

Base Reach. 

A creatures base reach is added to the weapon’s reach in order to calculate effective attack 

range. The dice is positive or negative depending if the height is respectively above or below its 

medium height. 

Puny (10cm): 7cm - (centimetres below)1d4(-3). 

Minuscule (40cm): 25cm +/- 1d8. 

Undersized (1m): 60cm +/- 1d12. 

Average (1.7m): 100cm +/- 1d20. 

Oversized (5m): 250cm +/- 3d20. 

Gigantic (20m): 1000cm +/- 12d20. 

Colossal (33m): 1750cm +  (meters over)d10. 

Weight. 

Weight is based in height; and susceptible to change by other passives of physical state. 

Puny (10cm): 400g - (each cm below)d10 * physical state. 

Minuscule (40cm): 5000g + (each cm)d100 * physical state. 

Undersized (1m): 30Kg + (each 10cm)d4 * physical state. 

Average (1.7m): 70Kg + (each 10cm)d10 * physical state. 

Oversized (5m): 610Kg + (each 50cm)d100 * physical state. 

Gigantic (20m): 7.3T + (each 2m)d4 * physical state. 

Colossal (33m): 21T + (each 2cm)d10 * physical state. 

Physioculture. 

How fit one is. 

Default at level 3. 

Level 0: Greasy fat man. Halves your DEX, sets level of Mechanical Conversion to 0. Ten times 

weight multiplier. 



Level 1: Fat man. Halves your DEX, one level down of Mechanical Conversion. Twice Weight 

multiplier. 

Level 2: Skinny. Halves your STR, one level down of Mechanical Conversion. Half Weight 

multiplier. 

Level 3: Normal. You are a normal person with random eating habits. No weight multiplier. 

Level 4: Fit. You are fit and have a six-pack. +1 CON. No weight multiplier. 

Level 5: Monster. You are a muscle monster. Halves your DEX, doubles your STR, one level 

down of Mechanical Conversion. Twice weight multiplier. 

 

Gracefulness. 

Gracefulness determinates who well your movements flow passing by the laws of friction and 

drag. With it you pass by the heavy barrier of air resistance to supersonic speeds with ease. 

To quickly found values you use of anatocism, compound interest; you take the percentage 

plus one, 0.2 at normal, and elevate it to the number of meters before multiplying the result 

for the starting resistance point ((1.2^5) * 5, for the needed Capacity of 10m/s). 

Level 0: A non-aerodynamic flat shape greatly resisting movement. Starting at 2m/s +50% 

weight per meter. 

Level 1: Moves an object as normal; the resistance is virtually ignored at daily activities. 

Starting at 5m/s +20% weight per meter. 

Level 2: You can use gracefulness, or it is an aerodynamic shape, allowing double moving 

speed. Starting at 10m/s +10% weight per meter. 

Weight Partition. 

 

Mechanical Conversion. 

The rate at which the muscles are able to convert the fuelled energy into mechanic energy. 

Default as level 1. 

Level 0: 16%. 1 STR per 5 Capacity. 

Level 1: 20%. 1 STR per 6 Capacity. 

Level 2: 25%. 1 STR per 7 Capacity. 

Level 3: 33%. 1 STR per 8 Capacity. 

Level 4: 45%. 1 STR per 10 Capacity. 

Level 5: 50%. 1 STR per 15 Capacity. 

Level 6: 66%. 1 STR per 16 Capacity. 

Level 7: 75%. 1 STR per 22 Capacity. 

Level 8: 80%. 1 STR per 24 Capacity. 

Level 9: 90%. 1 STR per 27 Capacity. 

Level 10: 100%. 1 STR per 30 Capacity. 

Energy Flow. 

The rate at which the nerves are able to guide the fuelled energy out. 

Default as level 1. 

Level 0: 16%. 1 STR per 5 Potency. 



Level 1: 20%. 1 INT per 6 Potency. 

Level 2: 25%. 1 INT per 7 Potency. 

Level 3: 33%. 1 INT per 8 Potency. 

Level 4: 45%. 1 INT per 10 Potency. 

Level 5: 50%. 1 INT per 15 Potency. 

Level 6: 66%. 1 INT per 16 Potency. 

Level 7: 75%. 1 INT per 22 Potency. 

Level 8: 80%. 1 INT per 24 Potency. 

Level 9: 90%. 1 INT per 27 Potency. 

Level 10: 100%. 1 INT per 30 Potency. 

Imbue. 

Reduces damage to the body, self CON-based, and increases durability of objects, outer INT-

based, at a low mana cost. 

 

Flow Capacity. 

Determines how many buffs one can have active at once or the limit for the flowing energy of 

spell power. 

Level 1: One slot, needs at least one buff or spell learnt. 

Level 2: Two slots, needs at least one level 3, three level 2 or five level 1. 

Level 3: Three slots, needs at least one level 5, three level 4 or five level 3. 

 

Sniping. 

Allows increased precision on ranged attacks more than five meters away. 

Level 1: + 50pm. 

  



Proficiencies: 

Weapons proficiency or mastery allows bonus upon using the weapon. Level 1 allows the 

usage of the full damage without penalty while any level further has a percentage increase, as 

defined by the weapon, over the dices rolls affecting the weapon. They also unlock actions. 

 

Blade Proficiency. 

Affects most swords and daggers. 

Default at level 0. 

Level 0: Halves the weapon’s damage, its attack speed and randomize damage type if possible. 

Level 1: Allows the usage of ‘Slash’ and ‘Thrust’ without penalty. 

Level 2: Allow directional attacks. 

Sword Mastery. 

Improves classic long swords. 

Level 1: Allows ‘quick’, ‘heavy’, ‘Critical’ and ‘Charging’ attacks. 

Level 2: Allows the usage of skills effects over the weapon. 

Dagger Mastery. 

Improves most daggers. 

Level 1: Allows ‘quick’, ‘heavy’, ‘Critical’ and ‘Charging’ attacks. 

Level 2: Allows the usage of skills effects over the weapon. 

 

 

Pole-arm Proficiency. 

Affects most pole-arm weapons. 

Default at level 0. 

Level 0: Halves the weapon’s damage, its attack speed and randomize damage type if possible. 

Level 1: Allows the usage of ‘Slash’ and ‘Thrust’ without penalty. 

Level 2: Allow directional attacks. 

  



Properties: 

Properties are found on items and spells describing their unique behaviours. 

Aerodynamic. 

It acts at default under the rules or Gracefulness level 2. After 10m/s increases 10%/m. 

 

  



Body Parts 

 

Most creatures have members, a torso, neck and head as body parts and from a humanoid 

figure the DM is free to judge what a critical hit to each causes. 

A monster cannot be killed from a hit at a non-vital part, but bleeding, poison or other effects 

begotten by the attack can lead to death. If the damage would kill the monster it is left with 1 

Life Point instead. 

A slashing critical at a member will maim out on an unplated member and cause bleeding. 

Smashing at a plated part can only be critic after a breaking roll. A slashing or piercing damage 

can only be critical on a plated part if the damage would surpass the target’s maximum health, 

otherwise it fails. 

Breaking roll: Rolls a 1d20 against (your STR - target CON -) 10. 

A successful critical effectively destroys the armour occupying the slot. 

Anthropoid: 

Head: The size is as 2cm for puny, 10cm for minuscule, 20cm for undersized, 30cm for average, 

65cm for oversized, 175cm for gigantic and 500cm+ for colossal.  Critical of double damage for 

smashing damage. If the double damage kills it is a critical for piercing and slashing damage 

too, otherwise no. Front and back. 

Neck: The size is as 1cm for puny, 5cm for minuscule, 10cm for undersized, 20cm for average, 

50cm for oversized, 150cm for gigantic and 400cm+ for colossal. Critical of double damage for 

piercing and slashing damage. If the double damage kills it is a critical for smashing damage 

too, otherwise no. Front and back. 

Heart: The size is as 1cm for puny, 5cm for minuscule, 10cm for undersized, 20cm for average, 

50cm for oversized, 150cm for gigantic and 400cm+ for colossal. Critical of double damage for 

piercing damage. If the double damage kills it is a critical for smashing and slashing damage 

too, otherwise no. Front, back if critical kills. 

Stomach: The size is as 1cm for puny, 7cm for minuscule, 15cm for undersized, 25cm for 

average, 50cm for oversized, 150cm for gigantic and 400cm+ for colossal. Critical of double 

damage for slashing damage. If the double damage kills it is a critical for smashing and piercing 

damage too, otherwise no. Front. 

Spine: The size is 2.5/40cm for undersized, 5/70cm for average, 15/200 for oversized. Critical 

of double damage. The target rolls a 50% CON dice, which in case of failure roll 1d4 to 

determinate impediment to legs, one arm, both arms or everything. Every following turn roll a 

50% CON dice trying to leave the effect. Back. 



Eyes: The size is as 0.1cm for puny, 0.5cm for minuscule, 1cm for undersized, 2cm for average, 

5cm for oversized, 15cm for gigantic and 40cm+ for colossal. A critical to one eye lower causes 

conditions (yet to be defined e.e, as lowering Perception or Focus) and to both eyes blinds the 

target. A piercing attack of a thrust from a thin enough blunt weapon, as a rod, targets only 

one eyes while a lateral slash can target both at once (a diagonal or thrust or vertical may only 

target one). Front. 

Arms: The size is as 3cm for puny, 20cm for minuscule, 45cm for undersized, 70cm for average, 

200cm for oversized, 1000cm for gigantic and 1500cm+ for colossal. A critical to the arm 

prevents the wilding of weapons on that member. Front and back, 

Legs: The size is as 3cm for puny, 25cm for minuscule, 45cm for undersized, 80cm for average, 

220cm for oversized, 1100cm for gigantic and 1700cm+ for colossal. A critical to the leg 

prevents running and halves movement speed, blocks abilities which need the leg and at both 

prevents leg movement. Front and back. 

Quadruped: 

Heart: May only be attack from the left side, or from below, or if the animal is with its belly 

exposed up. 

Stomach: May only be attack from the sides, or from below, or if the animal is with its belly 

exposed up. 

Spine: It is available to attack by default; unless it is with its belly rolled up. 

Legs: All four members are legs; the same effects apply for preventing movement if two are 

injured.  



Tables 

 

Speed Action 

 0.1 10s 

0.2 8s 

0.3 6s 

0.4 4s 

0.5 2s 

0.6 1.5s 

0.7  1.5s 

0.8 1s 

0.9 1/2s 

1 1/4s 

1.1 1/4s 

1.2 1/4s 

1.3 1/5s 

1.4 1/5s 

1.5 1/6s 

1.6 1/6s 

1.8 1/7s 

1.9 1/7s 

2 1/8s 

2.1 1/8s 

2.2 1/8s 

2.3 1/8s 

2.4 1/8s 

2.5 1/9s 

2.6 1/9s 

2.7 1/9s 

2.8 1/9s 

2.9 1/9s 

3 1/10s 

WIS Perception 

INT Cast Time 

 

 



 

 

Cost Velocity 

1 1m/s 
2 2m/s 
3 3m/s 
4 4m/s 
5 5m/s 
6 6m/s 

7.2 7m/s 
8.6 8m/s 

10.3 9m/s 
12.4 10m/s 
14.9 11m/s 
17.9 12m/s 
21.4 13m/s 
25.7 14m/s 
30.9 15m/s 
37.1 16m/s 
44.5 17m/s 
53.4 18m/s 
64.1 19m/s 
77 20m/s 

92.4 21m/s 
110.9 22m/s 
133.1 23m/s 
159.7 24m/s 
191.6 25m/s 
230 26m/s 
276 27m/s 
331 28m/s 

397.4 29m/s 
476.9 30m/s 
572.3 31m/s 
686.8 32m/s 
824.2 33m/s 
989 34m/s 

1186.8 35m/s 
1424.2 36m/s 
1709.1 37m/s 
2050.9 38m/s 
2461.1 39m/s 
2953.3 40m/s 

1Kg 5*(1.2)^(A-5) 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversion STR Capacity 

Level 0 1 5 

Level 1 1 6 

Level 2 1 7 

Level 3 1 8 

Level 4 1 10 

Level 5 1 15 

Level 6 1 16 

Level 7 1 22 

Level 8 1 24 

Level 9 1 27 

Level 10 1 30 
Flow INT Potency 

LV DEX Precision 

0 1 0.1pm 
1 1 0.5pm 
2 1 0.7pm 

Size Walk Run 

P 5cm 20cm 
M 20cm 1m 
U 1m 5m 
A 2m 5m 
O 5m 10m 
G 10m 25m 
C 25m 50m 

Speed Walk Run 

0.1 0.1m/s 0.2m/s 

0.2 0.4m/s 0.5m/s 

0.3 0.6m/s 1m/s 

0.4 0.8m/s 1.5m/s 

0.5 1m/s 2m/s 

0.6 1.5m/s 2.5m/s 

0.7 1.5m/s 2.5m/s 

0.8 1.5m/s 3m/s 

0.9 1.5m/s 4m/s 

1 2m/s 5m/s 



1 meter: 7850, average 4000 (50%), undersized 1600 (20%) 

2 meter: 31 4000, average 7200 (22%), undersize 1600 (5%) 

  



Appendix 

Strength (STR) – The Strength status. 

Capacity – STR-based value of how much one can lift. 

Dexterity (DEX) – The Dexterity status. 

Agility – DEX-based value of how fast one reacts. 

Speed (SPD) – DEX-based value of how fast one moves. 

Precision – DEX-based value of accuracy. 

Intelligence (INT) – The Intelligence status. 

Potency – INT-based value of one’s magical power. 

Constitution (CON) – The Constitution status. 

Wisdom (WIS) – The Wisdom status. 

Perception – WIS-based value of time-perceiving frequency. 

 

 

 

Action (A) – A set movement with a set measure of time. Furthermore the time of such. 

Free Action (FA) – A non-standard movement with time set in Actions. 

Move (M) – Any movement performed by its own time. 

Endeavour (E) – A roll to check one’s ability to perform something. 

Reroll (R) – Rolls a dice (the same if not specified) and uses the new value. 

Choose-Reroll (CR) – Rolls a dice and chooses which one to use. 

Lower-Reroll (LR) – Rolls a dice and uses the lower value. 

Higher-Reroll (HR) – Rolls a dice and uses the higher value. 

Dice Weight (DW) – The ‘cost’ of a dice; its pure maximum number. 

  



Combat Alpha Test 

Date: 09:16(+9) 02/24/2020 

The Fighting Hound, by Bedengus. 

 

Character created (through a long time). See >Angar 

The first test to see how the battle mechanics of ULF play out. 

You are thrown out into the dirt; you feel the hard ground and the blinding light of torches 

confuse you. 

There is clamour about; dozens or hundreds of goblins yelling all around from their high seats. 

As your eyes grow used to it you see the circular arena you find yourself; torn rags over your 

waist, a rusty dagger near you and an opponent much like yourself at the other side of the 

circle. 

‘Bam’, close the gates behind you and your opponent 

You both know what to do and you waste no time scrambling for your dagger. 

Angar: Brutal. 

 

*Battle log 1 starts (09:24)* 

Goblin. 

Life Points: 28 

Mana Points: 66 

Status: STR 8, DEX 14, CON 8, INT 8, WIS 8. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.4, R 71, 7pm, P 1s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.1). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Blade Proficiency. 

VS 

Angar. 

Life Points: 36 

Mana Points: 84 

Status: STR 13, DEX 14, CON 11, INT 12, WIS 13. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.4, R 71, 7pm, P 1/5s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.1). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger, Rags. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Strength I(S), Blade Proficiency. 

** 

Goblin is seven meters away. 

It is 00:00. 



Angar: I walk two meters forth! 

Angar walks. 

Goblin runs. 

*Leaves out to eat (09:35)* 

*Back here (10:49)* 

It is 00:00.20. 

You see the Goblin running at you. 

Angar: I stop at my next step. 

It is 00:00.40. 

It is 00:00.50. 

The Goblin is four meters away. 

Angar stops. 

It is 00:00.60. 

Angar: I can play now with my perception, right? I ready a thrust! 

Anger readies a Thrust. 

It is 00:00.80. 

Angar waits. (should be reading) 

It is 00:01.00. 

Goblin is one and a half meters away. 

Angar waits. 

It is 00:01.20. 

Goblin is half a meter away. 

Angar uses Thrust. (it is ready so it works, but that probably threw me off) 

Angar rolls 2 at 2. (0 - 14 - 0 - 5 - 11) 

Angar aims at Goblin’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 39 at 60. (2pm at 10cm from 50cm, 25 at 10 or 40%) 

Angar misses the critical. 

Angar rolls 2(2). ((2 - 1) + 1 * 1.3) 

Goblin takes 2 damage. 

Goblin has 26(28) HP. 

It is 00:01.40. 



Goblin is half a meter away. 

Angar recovers. 

It is 00:01:50. 

Goblin is a meter away. 

Goblin stops. 

Goblin show its back. 

It is 00:01.60. 

Angar uses Step. 

Goblin is half a meter away. 

It is 00:01.80. 

Angar uses Strength I. 

Angar rolls 2. 

Angar gains 2 STR. 

Angar has 64(84) MP. 

Angar uses Thrust. 

Angar rolls 16 at 11. (14 - 14 - 11) 

Angar aims at Goblin’s Neck. 

Angar rolls 7 at 0. (7pm at 10cm from 50cm, 7 at 10 or 140%) 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 4(14). (((4 - 1) + 3 * 1.5) * 2) 

Goblin takes 14 damage. 

Goblin has 12(28) HP. 

Angar loses 2 STR. 

It is 00:02. 

Angar recovers. (should be slashing and causing damage right, but as he was busy the result is 

the same) 

Goblin shows his front. 

Goblin uses Agility I. 

Goblin rolls 1. 

Goblin gains 1 DEX. 

Goblin has 46(66) MP. 

Goblin uses Thrust. 

Goblin rolls 7 at -4. (15 - 0 - 11) 

Goblin aims at Angar’s Heart. 

Goblin rolls 17 at 0. (7.5pm at 10cm from 50cm, 7 at 10 or 140%) 

Critical Hit! 

Goblin rolls 3(6). (((3 - 1) + 2 * 0.8) * 2) 

Angar takes 6 damage. 



Angar has 30(36) HP. 

Goblin loses 1 DEX. 

It is 00:02.20. 

Goblin recovers. (he would recover and goblin would hit him) 

Angar uses Greater Strength I. 

Angar rolls 2(3). 

Angar gains 3 STR. 

Angar has 24(84) MP. 

Angar uses Thrust. 

Angar rolls 7 at -3. (14 - 0 - 11) 

Angar aims at Goblin’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 22 at 0. (7pm at 10cm from 50cm, 7 at 10 or 140%) 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 2(4).(((2 - 1) + 1 * 1.6) * 2) 

Goblin takes 4 damage. 

Goblin has 8(28) HP. 

Angar loses 3 STR. 

It is 00:02.40. 

Angar recovers. (he would be slashing and the goblin recovers) 

It is 00:02.60. 

Angar uses Strength I. 

Angar rolls 4. 

Angar gains 4 STR. 

Angar has 4(84) MP. 

Angar uses Thrust. (the past damage would be now; at dodge too) 

Angar rolls 14 at 11. (14 - 14 - 11) 

Angar aims at Goblin’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 99 at 30. (7pm at 10cm from 110cm, 14 at 10 or 70%) 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 1(4). (((2 - 1) + 1 * 1.7) * 2) 

Goblin takes 4 damage. 

Goblin has 4(28) HP. 

Angar loses 4 STR. 

It is 00:02.80. 

Angar Recovers. (he would recover) 

It is 00:03.00. 

Angar uses Thrust. (both would cast it just like that; and then he would be doing his past attack 

here and taking one attack from the goblin) 



Goblin uses Thrust. 

Angar rolls 19 at -3. (14 - 0 - 11) 

Goblin rolls 19 at -3. (14 - 0 - 11) 

Angar aims at Goblin’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 59 at 0. (7pm at 10cm from 50cm, 7 at 10 or 140%) 

Critical Hit! 

The Goblin AI will aim a critical too and, unless he gets a 0, succeed since the busy Angar has 

no agility to fight; and they are too close. I will not input it since Angar’s minimum critical 

damage of 1 + 1 * 2 kills it; and with 8 STR to 12 STR the Goblin can only swing at 23m/s while 

Angar kill him first at 25m/s. 

Angar rolls 2(4). (((2 -1) + 1 * 1.4) * 2) 

Goblin takes 4 damage. 

Goblin is dead. 

00:03.20 they both would be causing damage, 00:03.40 he would recover and at 03.60 he 

would make the slash and at 03.80 he would deliver that 80 and kill it, recovering at 04 

*Battle log 1 ends (14:45)* 

 

Angar: Now, that was hard! I hear the clamour of my victory and hard work; they are going 

crazy that such intense three seconds of life and death! 

Oh, I completely cheated! You had the overwhelming advantage not only because you could 

act five times more, but I made attacking at the cost of one Action instead of two! Shit! 

Well, it is over and a review shows the result would only be a second longer. 

*Second session 01/03/2020 (16:52, after much polishing and stocking)* 

One of the gates open slightly and a ravenous wolf is let lose to clean the carcass. 

Angar: No rest! Am I just fucked out of mana? 

Yes. 

Angar: I take its dagger at least! 

Ok. 

Angar: Do I attack twice? 

You do no have double wilding skills, as I am yet to create any such rules, but you could throw 

one and force me to leave and write throwing rules. Furthermore you could still attack even if 

the wold is biting your arm as a grab. 

 

*Battle log 2 starts (17:02)* 

Wood Wolf. 

Life Points: 15 



Mana Points: 25 

Status: STR 12, DEX 12, CON 8, INT 2, WIS 10. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.2, R 71, 7pm, P 1/4s, quadruped, undersized, W 28. 

Equipment: 

Abilities: 

VS 

Angar. 

Life Points: 30(36) 

Mana Points: 4(84) 

Status: STR 13, DEX 14, CON 11, INT 12, WIS 13. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.4, R 71, 7pm, P 1/5s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.2). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger, Bronze Dagger, Rags. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Strength I(S), Blade Proficiency. 

** 

Wood Wolf is five meters away. 

It is 00:00. 

Angar: Let me see… How do I play it again… It will probably run and pounce at me, so I first 

take a full step to my right side. 

Angar uses Step. 

Wood Wolf runs. 

It is 00:00.20. 

You see the Wood Wolf running at you. 

Angar: Didn’t I just used Step to get out of the way? 

Of a charging wolf? It takes a lot to stop running suddenly, but you do not end in a straight line 

as your original target if you have perception points; it adjusts to attack if he is running close 

too or anywhere on the cone of 45°. So you would need to move more than 1.3m if he is 

running just one second. 

Angar: Fucking shit… I can wait and dodge once it pounces; or I can ready and attack. I could 

also throw one dagger as I wait… If I dodge we both get recovery actions and it will not be that 

effective… Throwing costs two; so I will ready a thrust. 

Angar readies a thrust. 

It is 00:00.40. 

Angar is ready. 

It is 00:00.50. 

Wood Wolf is two meters and a half away. 



It is 00:00.60. 

Angar: Well… I had time to throw after all. 

Angar waits. 

It is 00:00.80. 

Angar waits. 

It is 00:01. 

Angar uses Thrust. 

Wood Wolf uses Pounce. 

Angar rolls 17 at 2. 

Angar aims at Wood Wolf’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 95 at 60. 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 3(8). 

Wood Wolf takes 8 damage. 

Wood Wolf has 7(15) HP. 

Woolf Wolf rolls 2 at 4. 

Wood Wolf misses. 

It is 00:01.20. 

Wood Wolf is half a meter away. 

Angar recovers. 

It is 00:01.25. 

Woof Wolf Recovers. 

It is 00:01.40. 

Angar uses Thrust. 

Angar: What else can I do!? I am a naked goblin with only one dagger against a hungry wolf! 

My mana is spent and I have no memories of how to wield a blade properly! 

Two daggers. 

Angar: Yeah, two, but I do not know how to use two at once. 

Angar rolls 13 at 9. 

Angar aims at Woof Wolf’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 70 at 30. 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 4(14). 



Wood Wolf takes 14 damage. 

Wood Wolf is dead. 

*Battle log 2 ends (18:06)* 

Anger: There it goes; doggo is dead. 

Pretty easy; the critical rate is too absurdly high and you stab hearts several times in a fight. It 

seems it would be more effect to use a critical at each arm and then finish the fight with no 

more damage potential from the enemy. And you are not even using the half speed for 

doubled precision… 

Angar: What now? I win for the day and I can upgrade my things at the gladiator’s nest? 

Now some of the crowd cheers at the dead wolf while other boo at you; and the gate opens 

revealing another goblin. 

Angar: They have a lot of life since I have this shitting dagger, but they are slow and dumb 

enough. But I feel sad killing these things for no XP or reward. 

The reward of living longer to test the fucking fighting system. 

 

*Battle log 3 starts (16:13)* 

Goblin Mage. 

Life Points: 20 

Mana Points: 86 

Status: STR 8, DEX 12, CON 8, INT 10, WIS 10. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.2, R 71, 7pm, P 1/4s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.1). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger, Rags. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Blade Proficiency, Icicle. 

VS 

Angar. 

Life Points: 30(36) 

Mana Points: 4(84) 

Status: STR 13, DEX 14, CON 11, INT 12, WIS 13. 

Characteristics: SPD 1.4, R 71, 7pm, P 1/5s, anthropoid, undersized, W 28(28.2). 

Equipment: Bronze Dagger, Bronze Dagger, Rags. 

Abilities: Agility I(S), Strength I(S), Blade Proficiency. 

** 

The goblin is five meters away. 

It is 00:00. 

Angar: ‘The goblin’? I ready a thrust. 

Angar readies a Thrust. 



Goblin Mage casts Icicle. 

Goblin Mage has 70(86) MP. 

Angar: GOBLIN WHAT!? WHERE IS HIS STAFF!? 

He uses a dagger too; how would he fight with a staff without mana? 

It is 00:00.20. 

Angar: I cancel my readying! 

You cannot. 

Angar: Whaaaaaat. 

Angar is ready. 

It is 00:00.25. 

Goblin Mage rolls 40 at 80. 

Goblin Mage misses. 

It is 00:00.40. 

Angar: I charget at the fucker! 

Angar runs. 

It is 00:00.50. 

Goblin Mage casts Icicle. 

Goblin Mage has 54(86) MP. 

It is 00:00.60. 

Goblin Mage is four meters away. 

It is 00:00.75. 

Goblin Mage rolls 40 at 68. 

Goblin Mage misses. 

It is 00:00.80. 

Goblin Mage is three meters away. 

It is 00:01. 

Goblin Mage is two meters away. 

Goblin Mage casts Icicle. 

Goblin Mage has 38(86) MP. 

It is 00:01.20. 

Goblin Mage is one meters away. 



It is 00:01.25. 

Goblin Mage rolls 42 at 0. 

Goblin Mage aims at Angar’s Heart. 

Goblin Mage rolls 39 at 74. 

Goblin Mage rolls 2(5). 

Angar takes 5 damage. 

Angar has 25(36) HP. 

Angar: Auch! 

It is 00:01.40. 

Goblin Mage is half a meter away. 

It is 00:01.50. 

Goblin Mage casts Icicle. 

Goblin Mage has 22(86) MP. 

It is 00:01.60. 

Angar uses Thrust. 

Angar rolls 12 at 9. 

Angar aims at Goblin Mage’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 43 at 0. 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 4(14). 

Goblin Mage takes 14 damage. 

Goblin Mage has 6(20) HP. 

It is 00:01.75. 

Goblin Mage rolls 63 at 0. 

Goblin Mage aims at Angar’s Heart. 

Goblin Mage rolls 96 at 0. 

Critical Hit! 

Goblin Mage rolls 6(16). 

Angar takes 16 damage. 

Angar has 9(36)HP. 

It is 00:01.80. 

Angar recovers. 

It is 00:02. 

Goblin Mage casts Icicle. 

Goblin Mage has 6(86) MP. 



Angar: Puta merda holy shit… If it hits me I am dead. Fucking op shit no recovery nor shit! I can 

move half a meter only; and wait there to evade for more half a meter, which is the same as 

the meter I would run, but then I could come back. It has no more mana, but it has the dagger 

still… Holy fucking shit; I thrust at it! Save me, dice! If the dice is not great and critical it will just 

one hit me as I am busy without evasion. 

It is all your fault; you discovered it is a mage and rushed head in at the spikes. The chance of it 

hitting you from far away was very slim and you needed only to dodge until the mana was 

down. 

Angar: Damn… 

Angar uses Thrust. 

It is 00:02.20. 

Angar rolls 7 at 0. 

Angar aims at Goblin Mage’s Heart. 

Angar rolls 63 at 0. 

Critical Hit! 

Angar rolls 3(8). 

Angar: Holy fucking yeah! Holy dice! 

Goblin Mage takes 8 damage. 

Goblin Mage is dead. 

*Battle log 3 ends (19:13)* 

Angar: Holy fuck. Time to rest. 

Time to rest. My heart was leaping out too at that one. This game is great. e.e . 

Angar: This game is great! 

You heart the crowd going crazy as you just rushed the icicles on your face and with two 

attacks killed the magician. Some even applaud. 

The gate whence you came opens to a dark passage and you know you have earned your rest, 

for now… 

*Session three* 

 

  



Angar 

HP: 30(36) 

Mana: 4(84) 

DEX: 14 

STR: 13 

WIS: 13 

CON: 11 

INT: 12 

Perception: 1/5s 

Precision: 7pm 

Speed: 1.4 

Reach: 71 

Weight: 28(28.2) 

Credits: 5 

Actions: 

     

     

     

Buffs: 

Agility I(S)     

     

     

Spells: 

     

     

     

Passives: 

     

     

     

Education: 

Blade Prof.     

Dagger Mastery     

     

Moves: 

     

     

     

  



Race : Goblin 

Class:  

Sex: Male 

Height: 75cm 

Age: 27 

Size: Undersized 

 

Story:  

  



Storages: 

Garment. 

Weight: 0.2 

Bronze Dagger Rags    

Bronze Dagger     

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Wasteland 

 

At essence: Buffs at level 1 allow a second (additive) roll at their appropriate characteristic (x4 

dice weight mana cost) or the direct multiplication of the original’s roll results (if passive, at x2 

dice weight cost); further rolls or multiplication are obtained by further buff level or mana flow 

mastery costing the specified increasing value for each extra dice roll added. 

 

each WIS point as perception represents a tenth of the perception of a second and it escalates 

over a tenth of the current unit per point. Therefore with 1 point you can only notice things at 

each ten seconds, with 10 points at each one second and with 15 points at each half a second. 

20 is 0.1 seconds, 25 is 0.05 30 is 0.01 noticing then changes at every hundredth of a second 

and so a hundred frames per second. 

 

 

1kg 60 kg 

60/ms X 

5 > 5m/s 

10 > 10m/s 

10 > 15m/s 

20 > 20m/s 

10 > 10 

2 > 11 

2.4 > 12 

2.88 > 13 

3.45 > 14 

4.14 > 15 

10 > 10m/s 

10 + 8.91 > 15m/s 

 

24.8 > 15/m 

1 

 

60/m 



10 > 10m 

30 > 20m/s 

70 > 30m 

10 > 10m 

1.1 > 11m 

1.21 > 12 

1.33 > 13 

1.46 > 14 

1.61 > 15 

1.77 > 17 

1.94 > 18 

2.14 > 19 

2.35 > 20. 

10 > 10m 

24.91 > 20m/s 

25.93> 20m/s 

16.3 (medium (15) of initial (10) to expected (20) + 10%) + 10 > 20m/s 

16.5 > 20m 

2.5 > 21 

2.8 > 22 

3.1 > 23 

3.4 > 24 

3.7 > 25 

4.1 > 26 

4.5 > 27 

5 > 28 

5.5 > 29 

6.1 > 30 

 

 

 

 

24 16 

28 17 

32 18 

36 19 

0.1kg 60kg 

600/ms X 



0.5 > 5m/s 

1 > 10m/s 

2 > 15 

4 > 20 

8 > 25 

16 > 30 

36 > 35 

 

15 20 

90 120 

360 480 

 

60 240 

4m/s 

60 > 1 

72 > 2 

84 > 3 

96 > 4 (312) 

108 > 5 (320) 

120 > 6 (440) 

 

 

Consider this: 

“Simulating a battle between a warrior and a common aggressive enemy, let us say a goblin, 

with the same speed we have them at ten meters apart; and as the warrior decides to move 

towards the goblin time rolls on the battle field and the goblin can act. 

With a Dexterity of 10 and a default Speed passive our warrior will take five seconds to get to 

the goblin; perhaps enough time to draw an arrow an shoot, but as a simple-minded enemy it 

is too charging at the warrior so that after one second they meet having each crossed three 

meters. 

0.2m/s 1 

1m/s 5 

2m/s 10 

4m/s 20 

As the warrior was walking towards an enemy ten meters apart, instead of approaching little 

by little, he has to change his movement midway; he can only do so between each step (half a 



meter for his size) and it takes the time of the distance of two more steps to break the 

momentum and stay on his feet (one second on this case and two seconds if he was running). 

With the goblin within reach the warrior can now attack, but the player is now more cautious 

and predicts the creature will attack too and choose to wait and dodge. The creature rolls its 

attack dice and the warrior, who is dodging, has advantage on his saving throw; he chose a fast 

dodge (1 step) and after the half a second of dodge the creature is still during its missed attack 

at the air. The warrior can begin his attack before the creature can finish its to dodge; 

therefore he has again advantage on the attack roll. The opposite could have happened if he 

attacked and the creature used a fast dodge. If both attacked at the same time they would 

both roll with attack advantage at the enemy’s pure saving throw, unless the warrior were 

considerably faster and killed or moved the goblin away before its strike fell. 

Now consider an archer together with the warrior; he does nothing as they charge at each 

other, but as they stop he loads his arrow and shoots the goblin as the warrior dodges. 

He lost the first second because he just watched, but the player could ready his bow with an 

arrow to attack at the split of a second; when they stopped and he could shoot the non-

moving-target before it even attempted to attack the warrior. The archer being ten meters 

away, with a good bow, the arrow of a hundred meters per second would arrive in 0.1second; 

which is impossible for the goblin to dodge. 

The archer (and every attacker) can roll their Dexterity (Precision) at either the attack dice or 

damage dice; at the first option it boosts the chance of the attack landing (against the enemy 

saving throw of dodge) and the second he chooses a target to make a roll for a chance of 

critical hit based on his Precision level (often incapacitating an enemy of moment or attack 

with conditions as a damaged leg or arm or eyes or for extra damage with a shoot to the heart, 

stomach or head).” 

A lucky, critical, hit to the head with a bludgeoning weapon or a sharp thrust at the heart can 

instantly kill a character; and instead of doing an action alone on your turn and watch the 

enemy attacking you on their turn you both play at once harmonising the time it takes for each 

action or making time-based turns, as play each second the chosen actions before asking the 

players if they continue or new actions, as fitting of the party’s Dexterity. 

Attack roll: Roll a 1d20 against (your current velocity - your agility - target agility + target 

current velocity +) 11 (+5 for each size smaller and -5 for each size bigger). 0 

If the target is busy, it is performing an Action or Reaction, and cannot dodge its DEX is zero. 

You can also choose to aim the strike and use your precision as your DEX adding to your roll. 

Once the creature is hit or not there is the damage roll. 

Damage roll: (weapon dice) * (STR * 0.1). 

If you have not used your precision on the attack roll you can do it now to choose a body part 

as target and inflict extra damage or a condition if it is a critical hit. You acquire critical 

percentage from your Precision (5pm at 1 meter for 20cm) against the farther the monster can 



move (0.5m) until the attack hits and rolls a 1d20 against the acquired critical rate (roll against 

4 on this case, character at 1 meter has 100% to hit within 20cm and at 1.5 meters the chance 

to hit the 20cm within the now 25cm variation is 80%). The monster can roll a perception 

check if the time allows; if successful it can then roll a 1d20 against (its agility - your DEX -) 10 

at which it avoids the critical if successful. 

Critical chance roll: 1d100 against (Precision hit chance at farthest possible distance before hit). 

Every attack can also be a critical by itself, the body part is set by the direction of the attack 

and the chance is 1d100 against (your DEX(agility) - target DEX (agility) +) 1. 

Having a perception point before being hit gives a Critical dodge chance. 

Critical dodge: Roll a 1d20 against 11 with perception modifiers, if successful roll a 1d20 

against (your agility - enemy agility -) 10, if successful avoid critical. 

After all damage and conditions are applied the parties move according to the impact; 

movement by slashing is usually causing a fall or a clash – melee piercing usually does not 

move the target. One meter throw per used STR equalling its weight - any impact nullification. 

As a rule the impact needs to be four times the weight to throw it one meter; and eight times 

to throw it two with a smashing weapons or 1 meter with a slashing one. A clash doubles the 

impact power. The enemy stance and active force (if any) reduce from the impact power 

before moving; non-metal armour also reduces the impact, while property of impact on spells 

or on melee attack through Pressure Distribution can ignore nullification, shoving one meter 

per weight-power, and deal only with resistance. 

 

 

The difficulty is defined how difficult that character finds the task and the difficulty number is a 

reflect of the character’s status. If it is within his status capabilities it is easy (1/2) or very easy 

(1/4) if he could do it +50% of requirement. Within 10% of his maximum it is a normal feat (1). 

If it is less than 50% above his capabilities it is a hard feat (1.5) and if it passes 50% it is a very 

hard task (2). The GM is free to define the impossibility of the task at his discretion. An easy 

task has a minimum cap against the roll of 2 while a hard task has a cap of 18; very easy has no 

cap and above hard has no cap. 

For example a character with 10 STR attempts to lift a 54 kilograms rock. It is exactly below his 

capacities, therefore he rolls: 

1d20 against (10 - 5 -) 10 

1d20 against 5 

Now if the same character tries to lift a 60 kilograms rock (or anything from 55 to 65 kilograms 

which is within his capacity) it is has the difficulty of a normal feat. 

1d20 against (10 - 10 -) 10 



1d20 against 10 

While if he tries to lift a 66 to 89 kilograms rock he will have to face this task: 

1d20 against (10 - 15 -) 10 

1d20 against 15 

Now a character with 15 STR attempts to lift either of the initial 54 or 60 kilograms rock. It is 

within his capacities (90 kilos), but still more than half his capacity (45). Therefore it is an easy 

task, as for a character with 10 to 14 STR. Yet his roll is: 

1d20 against (15 - 8 -) 10 

1d20 against 3 

A 10 STR character will have the same 1d20 against 5 for a 45 kilograms rock, but a 15 STR 

character has: 

1d20 against (15 - 4 -) 10 

1d20 against -1 

So, if he is has penalties, a very easy task will always be instantly completed (unless the DM 

requires a roll and judge failure for a natural roll of 1). 

A 15 STR character lifting 90 kilograms. 

1d20 against (15 - 15 -) 10 

1d20 against 10 

The same character trying to lift 130 kilograms is on a hard task. 

1d20 against (15 - 23) 10 

1d20 against 18 

While it is always about 50% to perform a normal task within capacities and always easier at 

easy tasks it is also always harder to perform difficult tasks as the power increases. And at 15 

status and above the cap of 18 on a hard task is reached. 

For example a character with 20 STR lifting 100 kilos. 

1d20 against (20 - 10) 10 

1d20 against 2(0) 

With the cap of at least 2 against a roll on an easy task he can only fail if he gets a one; or in 

this case of lifting a rock a 2 would be a draw and thus failure at moving the rock while on 

other situations, as holding a door closed, a draw would mean victory as the door would not 

be moved by the opposing force. 



Now at a normal task lifting 120 kilos. 

1d20 against (20 - 20) 10 

1d20 against 10 

He has the same chance as everyone at lifting within his maximum capacity. But at a hard task, 

has trying to lift 150 kilos, we see: 

1d20 against (20 - 30) 10 

1d20 against 18(20) 

Without the cap it would be absolutely impossible to complete the hard task; and anything 

above hard, 180 kilos and above for him, is impossible. 

An adventurer doing this kind of task can move one meter before dropping it or throw it one 

meters (or throw lighter rocks as based meters x weight). To carry it longer requires CON 

throws every meter (1d20 against 1 (+1 per meter walked) for normal and 1d20 against 10(+2 

per meter walked) for hard). 

Yet they are not bound to do it alone and adventures can tap into their passive abilities from 

training or magic to do epic feats as if they were normal tasks. 
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